January 5, 2021, New Business #: 1

Board of County Commissioners - Staff Report

Subject: MSC2020-0036, Central Wyoming College at Leeks Canyon Ranch– Request to amend a condition of
approval of a Zoning Map Amendment from Rural-1 to Public/Semi-Public
Applicant: Central Wyoming College
Landowner: Leeks Canyon Ranch, LLC

Presenter: Kristi Malone, Long Range Planning

REQUESTED ACTION

Request to amend the following condition of approval placed on ZMA2019-0003 (an amendment to the Official
Zoning Map, pursuant to Section 8.7.2, Zoning Map Amendment, approved to rezone 2 acres adjacent to Jackson
Hole High School from Rural-1 to Public/Semi-Public) to extend the terms for one (1) additional year:
“Prior to the subject site being effectively rezoned to P/SP by filing the rezone with the County
Clerk, the applicant shall demonstrate to Teton County Planning Staff with a recorded deed that
ownership of the site has been transferred to a qualifying government entity. If this demonstration
to Planning Staff does not occur within one year of the rezone approval date, the rezone will be
considered expired and the subject site will retain the R1 zoning currently in place.”
This request is not for approval of a rezone, as that approval was already granted by the Board of County
Commissioners on January 7, 2020. This request is for extension of the time requirement set by the Board of
County Commissioners to satisfy a distinct condition placed on the January 7, 2020 rezone approval.

BACKGROUND/DESCRIPTION
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

On January 7, 2020, the Teton County Board of County Commissioners approved a Zoning Map Amendment to
rezone approximately two acres of the Leeks Canyon Ranch, LLC property directly south of the High School
Recreation Complex from Rural-1 (R1) to Public/Semi-Public (P/SP) to facilitate future construction of the Jackson
satellite campus of Central Wyoming College (CWC). Since the Teton County Land Development Regulations (LDRs)
require that, “land in the P/SP-TC zone and/or facilities operated therein shall be under the control of federal,
state, or local governments, or other governmental entities such as a school district or hospital district,” a
condition of approval was added delaying the effective date of the rezone until ownership of the site is secured
by a qualifying government entity.
LDR Section 8.7.2 lists the procedural requirements for review and administration of a Zoning Map Amendment
and does not include standards for expiration of an approved rezone because filing of the amendment typically
occurs quickly after approval to take effect immediately. Since this rezone to P/SP requires action by the applicant
to become effective, the Board of County Commissioners included a one-year timeline for the applicant to satisfy
the condition. At the time of rezone approval in January 2020, a one-year timeline for Central Wyoming College
to secure ownership of the site was considered reasonable by the Board of County Commissioners and the
applicant. As of the release of this staff report, transfer of ownership of the site to a qualifying government entity
that would satisfy the condition of approval has not occurred. If the condition is not satisfied by January 7, 2021
the Zoning Map Amendment approval will expire and the site will retain the existing R1 zone. To rezone the
property, a new Zoning Map Amendment application, review process, and approval is required.
Central Wyoming College has requested to extend the terms of the following ZMA2019-0003 condition of approval
for one (1) additional year to January 7, 2022, citing unexpected postponements in necessary funding sources.
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“Prior to the subject site being effectively rezoned to P/SP by filing the rezone with the County
Clerk, the applicant shall demonstrate to Teton County Planning Staff with a recorded deed that
ownership of the site has been transferred to a qualifying government entity. If this demonstration
to Planning Staff does not occur within one year of the rezone approval date, the rezone will be
considered expired and the subject site will retain the R1 zoning currently in place.”

Per the applicant in this request, “Central Wyoming College (CWC) Jackson's land acquisition was on the Capital
Construction Bill [https://wyoleg.gov/Legislation/2020/HB0095] in front of the Wyoming Legislature in February
2020. The House and Senate did not agree before the session ended, so, unfortunately, the Capital Construction
bill did not pass. Land purchases by state entities, such as Central Wyoming College, over one and a half million
dollars have to receive the Wyoming Legislature's approval to proceed.
Since the Wyoming Legislature did not approve the Capital Construction Bill, Central Wyoming College cannot
move forward with purchasing the property off of High School Road until the Legislature meets again and they
receive approval. CWC Jackson's land acquisition recently is part of the new Capital Construction bill passed
through the Wyoming Legislature's Joint Appropriations Committee in December 2020.
The Veronica Lane parcel is currently under contract, and we hope that both the closing of Veronica Lane and the
passing of the Capital Construction Bill will happen in 2021.”

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The subject site currently has no physical development other than that associated with current agricultural use.
Vegetation on the site includes primarily irrigated agricultural fields. Flat Creek is adjacent to the east of the
subject site with the possibility of surrounding wetlands, to be delineated if future development is proposed in
the vicinity of Flat Creek..

LOCATION

The site is located immediately south of the Jackson Hole High School and recreation complex, and on the west
side of Flat Creek.
PIDN: 22-40-16-06-4-00-007
Site Size:

2 acres

Character District: 5: West Jackson

Subarea: 5.6: Northern South Park (Transitional)
5.4: School Campus

Zone: Rural-1 (R1)

Overlay: Scenic Resource Overlay (SRO)
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ZONING/VICINITY MAP
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STAFF ANALYSIS
KEY ISSUES
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KEY ISSUE 1: How is this request reviewed?
This request is to extend the timeframes placed on a previously approved Zoning Map Amendment, which if left
unsatisfied, will cause the Zoning Map Amendment approval to expire. While LDR Section 8.2.13.A.1 states that
Zoning Map Amendments cannot be amended, this request is only to extend terms of the expiration that were
included as a condition of approval. In review of this request, the Board should consider if the amendment to
extend the terms of expiration by one (1) additional year discredits any of the factors considered by the Board in
the prior approval of the Zoning Map Amendment from R1 to P/SP.

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS

This Miscellaneous Planning Request for amendment of a condition was not distributed for departmental review
since delay in timing of the project does not impact prior departmental review of the approved Zoning Map
Amendment.

PUBLIC COMMENT

Notice of this Miscellaneous Planning Request was mailed by Planning Staff to all neighboring property owners
within an 800-foot radius of the site on December 4, 2020. Notice of this public hearing was published in the legal
section of the Jackson Hole News & Guide newspaper on December 16, 2020. As of the release of this staff report
on December 28, 2020 no written public comment has been received by Planning Staff.

LEGAL REVIEW
Weisman

RECOMMENDATION
PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDATION

The Planning Director recommends APPROVAL of MSC2020-0036, finding that the factors for consideration of a
Zoning Map Amendment in Section 8.7.2 remain applicable and unaltered as recommended below.

PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDED FINDINGS

Pursuant to Section 8.2.13.B of the Land Development Regulations, a condition of approval placed on a permit or
approval by a decision-making body shall be amended by that body at a public hearing and review of an
amendment shall be limited to the proposed change. In deciding to approve or deny a proposed amendment to a
condition of approval of a Zoning Map Amendment, the Board of County Commissioners shall show that the
condition amendment does or does not impact the factors for consideration listed in Section 8.7.2.C Zoning Map
Amendment which were previously considered in approval of ZMA2019-0003.
1. Is consistent with the purposes and organization of the LDRs;
Can Be Made. The Comprehensive Plan should be implemented in a predictable and coordinated way. While
lengthy delays between approval of a rezone and the approved zone becoming effective can compromise
predictable and coordinated implementation of the Comprehensive Plan, the overall purposes and organization
of the LDRs have not changed since approval of ZMA2019-003 and an additional year included in the timeline for
a project of this scale and community benefit has minimal overall impact.
Division 1.3: Purpose and Intent: Based on the legislative discretion of the Board of County Commissioners, these
LDRs are in accordance with the Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan. Their purpose is to implement the
Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan and promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the present and
future inhabitants of the community with the intent listed below.
4
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1.3.1 Implement the Community Vision: Preserve and protect the area’s ecosystem in order to ensure a healthy
environment, community, and economy for current and future generations.

1.3.2. Implement the Common Values of Community Character
A. Ecosystem Stewardship
1. Maintain healthy populations of all native species and preserve the ability of future generations
to enjoy the quality natural, scenic, and agricultural resources that largely define our community
character.
2. Consume less nonrenewable energy as a community in the future than we do today.
B. Growth Management
1. Direct future growth into a series of connected, Complete Neighborhoods in order to preserve
critical habitat, scenery and open space in our Rural Areas.
2. The Town of Jackson will continue to be the primary location for jobs, housing, shopping,
educational, and cultural activities.
C. Quality of Life
1. Ensure a variety of workforce housing opportunities exist so that at least 65% of those employed
locally also live locally.
2. Develop a sustainable, vibrant, stable and diversified local economy.
3. Residents and visitors will safely, efficiently, and economically move within our community and
throughout the region using alternative modes of transportation.
4. Timely, efficiently, and safely deliver quality services and facilities in a fiscally responsible and
coordinated manner.
Div. 1.4. Organization of the LDRs: These LDRs constitute the County’s zoning and subdivision regulations. They
have two organizing principles. Primarily, they are organized by zone in order to implement and emphasize the
community’s character-based planning approach. Secondarily, to provide ease of use, they are organized to
answer three questions:
• What can be built or physically developed?
• What uses are allowed?
• How can the land be developed or subdivided?
2. Improves implementation of the desired future character defined in the Illustration of Our Vision chapter of
the Comprehensive Plan;
Can Be Made. The subject site is located within Subarea 5.6 Northern South Park but, in consideration of the P/SP
zoning and immediate vicinity of the site, shares characteristics with Subarea 5.4 School Campus. The 2020 update
to the Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan resulted in changes to the future desired character described
for Subarea 5.6 Northern South Park which promotes residential development, but Subarea 5.4 continues to
envision development of community schools and institutions.
3. Is necessary to address changing conditions or a public necessity; and
Can Be Made. As our community and workforce grow and diversify, there is an increased demand for a variety of
public facilities and services. Rezone of a site adjacent to existing community services and connectivity for
transportation and infrastructure remains appropriate to provide for this growing demand and accommodate a
variety of new and expanding resources into the future.
4. Is consistent with the other adopted County Resolutions.
Not Applicable. This amendment of the condition of approval does not impact any other adopted County
Resolutions.

ATTACHMENTS
•

ZMA2019-0003 Staff Report
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•

MSC2020-0036 Application
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SUGGESTED MOTION
I move to APPROVE MSC2020-0036 to amend the ZMA2019-0003 condition of approval as follows to extend the
time requirement for ownership transfer to a qualifying government entity by one (1) additional year to January
7, 2022, finding that the factors for consideration of a Zoning Map Amendment in Section 8.7.2 remain applicable
and unaltered as recommended by the Planning Director. The amended condition of approval shall state:
Prior to the subject site being effectively rezoned to P/SP by filing the rezone with the County Clerk, the
applicant shall demonstrate to Teton County Planning Staff with a recorded deed that ownership of the site
has been transferred to a qualifying government entity. If this demonstration to Planning Staff does not occur
on or before January 7, 2022 within one year of the rezone approval date, the rezone will be considered expired
and the subject site will retain the R1 zoning currently in place.
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Board of County Commissioners - Staff Report

Subject: ZMA2019-0003, Central Wyoming College at Leeks Canyon Ranch– Rezone from Rural 1 (R1) to
Public/Semi-Public (P/SP)

Applicant: Central Wyoming College
Landowner: Leeks Canyon Ranch, LLC

Presenter: Kristi Malone, Long Range Planning

REQUESTED ACTION

Request to amend the Official Zoning Map, pursuant to Section 8.7.2, Zoning Map Amendment of the Teton
County Land Development Regulations (LDRs), to rezone a 2-acre section of a parcel (referred to as “subject site”
throughout this staff report) adjacent to Flat Creek and contained within reconfigured Hereford Ranch Tracts 3
and 4 from Rural 1 (R1) to Public/Semi-public (P/SP).

BACKGROUND/DESCRIPTION
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Central Wyoming College (CWC) and Leeks Canyon Ranch, LLC are requesting to rezone the subject site from R1
to P/SP in order to construct the CWC Jackson Campus. This request for rezone applies only to the approximately
2-acre future CWC site as described in application materials and represented in the site maps below. The
remainder of the 17.3-acre parcel within which the site is currently configured will remain in the R1 zoning
designation.
Civic zones, established in LDR Division 4.2, accommodate public and semi-public uses that are necessary to the
community and require flexibility from the standards of the complete neighborhood and rural area zones. The
purpose of the Public/Semi-Public (P/SP) zone is to provide locations for new and existing uses and facilities of a
public or semi-public nature. Land in the P/SP-TC zone and/or facilities operated therein shall be under the control
of federal, state, or local governments, or other governmental entities such as a school district or hospital district.
Zoning the subject site to P/SP allows a governmental entity to develop the site with flexible physical development
standards, while still preserving the function of predictability in zoning regulations as well as the application of
natural and scenic resource protections. In this case, rezoning the site to P/SP facilitates CWC’s intent to construct
a Jackson satellite campus of the community college by providing more flexibility in the physical design of the site
and buildings.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The subject site currently has no physical development other than that associated with current agricultural use.
Vegetation on the site appears to be primarily irrigated agricultural fields. Flat Creek is adjacent to the east of the
subject site with the possibility of surrounding wetlands.

LOCATION

The site is located immediately south of the Jackson Hole High School and recreation complex, and on the west
side of Flat Creek.
PIDN: 22-40-16-06-4-00-007
Site Size:

2 acres

Character District: 5: West Jackson

Subarea: 5.6: Northern South Park (Transitional)
5.4: School Campus

Zone: Rural-1 (R1)

Overlay: Scenic Resource Overlay (SRO)

ZONING/VICINITY MAP
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SITE MAP—PROPOSED REZONE SITE

Proposed
Rezone Site

N

SITE MAP—EXISTING PARENT PARCEL

Existing Parent Parcel

N
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PRELIMINARY PROPOSED SITE PLAN FOR CWC (this site plan is for informational purposes only
and is in no way required or approved by approval of this rezone application)

Subject Parcel

STAFF ANALYSIS
A checklist review of the LDRs and other County Resolutions is attached.

KEY ISSUES

KEY ISSUE 1: What are the main differences between R1 and P/SP as applied to this site?
This application reviews the appropriateness of zoning the subject site as Public-Semi/Public (P/SP). According to
the Land Development Regulations (LDRs) Section 4.2.1:
The purpose of the Public/Semi-Public - County (P/SP-TC) zone is to provide locations for new and existing
uses and facilities of a public or semi-public nature. Land in the P/SP-TC zone and/or facilities operated
therein shall be under the control of federal, state, or local governments, or other governmental entities
such as a school district or hospital district. (LDR Sec. 4.2.1.A)
Although this rezone has been proposed to accommodate a specific use (the Central Wyoming College Jackson
campus), review of this application considers all use and development standards for the P/SP zone. These
standards are applicable to any future use and development on the parcel and the rezone is not tied to the single
proposed use. The table below shows the differences in use and development standards as applied to the subject
site between the current R-1 zone and the proposed P/SP zone. These differences are also highlighted on the
attached LDR Review Checklist.
Site Development (max sf)

R1 Standard
18,492

P/SP Standard
N/A

Difference
P/SP does not restrict
maximum amount of site
development
4

Street Setback—north (min ft)
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30

N/A

Side Setback—east (min ft)

15

N/A

Side Setback—west (min ft)

15

N/A

Rear Setback—south (min ft)

15

N/A

Street Setback—north (min ft)

30

N/A

Side Setback—east (min ft)

30

N/A

Side Setback—west (min ft)

30

N/A

Rear Setback—south (min ft)

30

N/A

Eaves, canopies,
decks, and other
architectural
projection that clear
9’ above finish grade
may extend 5’ into a
setback
30

N/A

N/A

37.5

N/A

Earth tones, nonreflective
Earth tones, nonreflective
10,000

N/A

10,000

N/A

4,000

5,500

1.5 x SF site
development but no
greater than 60,000
1 rustic freestanding
or wall; 16 sf; 10’ high
35 acres

3 x sf site
development but no
greater than 100,000
N/A

Specific standards for
CUP criteria; Each
daycare or education
use shall comply with
the relevant

Each daycare or
education use shall
comply with the
relevant provisions of
the Wyoming Statutes

Architectural Projections

Point Height (max ft)
Overall Height (max ft)
Roof Materials
Siding Materials
Single Building: Above Grade
Floor Area (sf)
Site Total: Above Grade Floor
Area (sf)
Unshielded Lumens (max)
Total Lumens (max)
Signs (§ 5.6.2)
Daycare/Education Site Area
(min acres) (§ Zone.C.1)
Daycare/Education Use
Standards (§ 6.1, § Zone.E.)

N/A
N/A

0 sf

P/SP has no setback
requirement
P/SP has no setback
requirement
P/SP has no setback
requirement
P/SP has no setback
requirement
P/SP has no setback
requirement
P/SP has no setback
requirement
P/SP has no setback
requirement
P/SP has no setback
requirement
P/SP has no setback
requirement

P/SP has no height
requirement
P/SP has no height
requirement
P/SP has no exterior
materials requirements
P/SP has no exterior
materials requirements
P/SP has no max building
scale standard
P/SP has no max floor
area standard
P/SP allows an additional
1,500 Unshielded lumens
P/SP allows more lumens
than R1
P/SP has no sign
standards
R1 requires 35 acres site
area while P/SP has no
requirement
Same standard except R1
specifies CUP criteria
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Allowed Uses

Noise (§ 6.4.3)

provisions of the
Wyoming Statutes and
with local health,
safety and fire codes
+ Guest Ranch
+Detached Single
Family
+ Campground
+ Nursery
+Outfitter/Tours
+Bed & Breakfast
+ Home Business
+ Family Home
Daycare
+ Temp Shelter
+Temp Realty Office
55 DBA

and with local health,
safety and fire codes

+ Dormitory
+ Group Home
+ Office
+ Service
+ Mini-storage
Warehouse
+ Heavy Industry
+ Disposal
+ Junkyard
+Parking
65 DBA

Land Division Resulting Lot
Size (min)

35 acres

n/a

Floor Area Option Rural Area
(min)
Rural PRD Conservation Area
(min)
CN-PRD Rural Area (min)

35 acres

Not permitted

Greater of: 70% of
Rural GSA OR 49 ac
105 ac

Not permitted
Not permitted

Different allowed uses
between R1 and P/SP

Increased 10 DBA from
R1 to P/SP
No minimum lot size
standard for P/SP
No Floor Area Option
allowed for P/SP
No Rural PRD allowed for
P/SP
No CN-PRD allowed for
P/SP

KEY ISSUE 2: Condition on Ownership
Sale of the subject site from the current landowner to CWC is contingent on a rezone to P/SP. LDR Sec. 4.2.1.A
states that, “Land in the P/SP-TC zone and/or facilities operated therein shall be under the control of federal, state,
or local governments, or other governmental entities such as a school district or hospital district.” To accommodate
the applicant, Planning Staff has accepted and reviewed this application prior to CWC formally owning the site
and satisfying the standard above. If approved, this rezone to P/SP will not be filed with the County Clerk to
become effective until CWC submits a recorded deed to Planning Staff demonstrating that the site is owned by a
qualifying governmental entity. Additionally, this application does not request a rezone of the entire parcel, but
only a rezone of a 2-acre section comprising the subject site. Subdivision of the existing lot of record to create a
2-acre parcel for rezone and construction of the CWC campus is also contingent on the successful ownership
transfer to CWC and appropriate demonstration of said ownership.
KEY ISSUE 3: Process Considerations
Pursuant to LDR Section 8.7.2 Zoning Map Amendment, “The purpose of zoning map amendment is to publicly
review a change to the Official Zoning Map to ensure that it improves implementation of the Jackson/Teton County
Comprehensive Plan or address other health, safety, or welfare issues in the community.” The findings for approval
of a rezone focus on the proposed zone’s consistency with the purpose and organization of the LDRs and County
Resolutions, implementation of the Comprehensive Plan, and the need to address changing conditions or public
necessity. Review of a rezone application considers all possible future uses and development on the parcel allowed
under the proposed zone and is not limited to any single use or project that may have prompted the rezone
request. In this case, review of the rezone proposal for the subject site is not intended or designed to incorporate
6
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review of planning elements specific to the CWC project such as transportation, parking, site design, intensity of
use, environmental or scenic concerns, etc. Elements specific to a proposed use or development allowed in a new
zone are intended to be addressed in a separate planning review process, such as a Conditional Use Permit or
Development Plan.

The LDRs require governmental entities to, “comply with the procedures and standards of [the] LDRs to the extent
permitted by law” (Sec. 1.5.3.B). The pre-application meeting summary provided by Planning Staff on July 24, 2019
listed several applications and reviews required for the CWC Jackson campus project as described by the applicant
without any exemptions that may be applicable if CWC were considered a qualifying governmental entity. The
pre-application summary notes section states:
“This summary checklist includes all permits/reviews required prior to physical development based on the
information the applicant has provided so far. In the case that this project is exempted from County regulations,
review or permits required due to legislation at the WY State level, it is the applicant’s responsibility to demonstrate
the applicability of said legislation.”
On September 3, 2019 legal counsel for CWC submitted a letter to Teton County intended to confirm CWC’s status
as a governmental entity. The letter is attached to this report.
Additionally, CWC received funds collected via a Teton County and Town of Jackson Special Purpose Excise Tax
(SPET) specific to developing a Jackson campus. The Joint Resolution approving propositions and imposition of a
1% SPET in Teton County on the May 2, 2017 special election ballot, which included the CWC Jackson campus
project, specified that, “all specific projects funded by the 1% Tax which involve construction, shall be subject to a
planning review by Teton County or the Town of Jackson, depending on where the project is located…”
While CWC may be considered a government entity, the SPET resolution requires a County-led “planning review”
of the CWC Jackson Campus project prior to construction. As discussed above, a rezone application is not intended
or designed to review planning elements specific to a forthcoming development or use since a rezone is not
contingent or conditioned on any one specific future use of the site. In the time since this Zoning Map Amendment
review process began, Teton County Planning Staff and Central Wyoming College (CWC) representatives met
several times to discuss an appropriate “Planning Review” process to assess the project-specific elements of the
proposed Jackson campus and to provide feedback on planning issues. It is important that Teton County recognize
the limitations placed on the project by State oversight, but both Teton County and CWC are in agreement that
providing a local public review process that considers adherence to local land use standards, to the extent
possible, is necessary and desirable for a successful project and to sustain a long-held community partnership. As
such, Teton County Planning Staff and CWC representatives have drafted a local Planning Review process
(attached), which both parties have agreed to follow. The outlined Planning Review process is intended to meet
the community expectation for local review as referenced in the SPET resolution while recognizing the LDRs
limited applicability to governmental entities under WY State jurisdictional provisions. Agreement on a Planning
Review process also strengthens the ability to make Zoning Map Amendment required finding #2 Improves
implementation of the desired future character defined in the Illustration of Our Vision chapter of the
Comprehensive Plan by ensuring that project-specific future use and development of the site is addressed within
the scope of Character District and Subarea. Since CWC has funding deadlines tied to the Wyoming State legislative
2020 session that may impact progress on this project, no timeline for completion of this Planning Review has
been defined, but both parties are in agreement that the Planning Review will occur after ownership of the site is
secured by CWC and before construction on the project begins.
Also note that, since the rezone is not contingent on any one proposed use, if ownership of the subject site is
transferred to another entity besides CWC, the new owner would still be required to demonstrate to Teton County
Planning Staff with a recorded deed that ownership of the site has been transferred to a qualifying government
entity. Staff analysis will also be required to determine project-specific applications needed subsequent to the
rezone.
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In review of this rezone application, Planning Staff compiled the following list of issues specific to the CWC Jackson
Campus project that should undergo planning review before construction of the facility begins.
•

Transportation: Included as a supplement to the rezone application was a draft Traffic Impact Study (TIS)
which focuses on the High School Road corridor. Highlights from the TIS are outlined below. The TIS
includes four main intersections:
1. South Park Loop Road/High School Road;
2. High School Road/Middle School Road;
3. High School Road/Gregory Lane; and
4. High School Road/US 89.
Level of Service (LOS) is a qualitative measure to estimate traffic quality based on roadway capacity and
vehicle delay. Table 6 of the TIS estimates the decrease in LOS attributable to CWC traffic at each of the
intersections. The TIS was submitted by the applicant in November 2019, and a meeting with the
applicant, applicant’s representative and Town and County staff was held on November 14, 2019 to
discuss the study. Comments received from WYDOT and Teton County Engineering are attached to this
report, as well as a finalized Traffic Impact Study received by the Planning Department on December 27,
2019.
Possible access to the site has been identified through three existing easements on the property. No
roads have yet been constructed. The Traffic Impact Study recommends access through an easement
that would allow extension of Gregory Lane, west of Flat Creek and to the east of the proposed CWC
campus. Additionally, the TIS suggests a gravel road access from the CWC campus to the neighboring
High School transportation network for emergency purposes. Alternatively, comment from the Teton
Conservation District suggests access be provided through an easement along the west and south
boundaries of the parcel, across from Middle School Road. This access point would reduce the long-term
negative impacts to an already impaired stream and would reduce aquatic degradation of the Flat Creek.
Considerations for alternative transportation could help to mitigate transportation impacts from single
occupancy vehicle (SOV) transportation. Although bicycle and pedestrian access to the site is not
currently available, the TIS does include suggestions for incorporation of facilities to support alternative
transportation modes.

•

Parking: The Site Plan within the rezone application shows a parking lot including 35 parking spaces, 2
handicap spaces, and future potential area to expand the parking lot. For daycare/education uses the
LDRs require an independent calculation for parking needs to be assessed, but no parking data or
methodology is presented in this application. It is unclear if this will be enough parking spaces to
accommodate anticipated daily trips in 2021 and 2031, estimated at 264/day in 2021 and 416/day in 2031.
Even as spread out through daily peak hours, 2021 and 2031 peak hour trips are predicted to be nearing
or greater than the total parking spaces currently provided. The site plan also shows area for 30 bicycle
racks and a sidewalk.

•

Scenic Impacts: The site is within the mapped Scenic Resources Overlay and specific scenic standards
apply.

•

Environmental Impacts: The site is adjacent to Flat Creek and associated wetlands with a possible access
drive proposed within regulatory buffers.

•

Intensity of Use: A project-specific Planning Review would allow for consideration of the compatibility of
the proposed use with the character of the surrounding area.

PLANNING COMMISSION ANALYSIS
The Teton County Planning Commission heard this item at their December 9, 2019 regular meeting.
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Initial discussion focused on the potential repercussions of ownership transfer from CWC to another entity. The
Planning Commission was concerned that the change in uses allowed with a rezone to P/SP may create a situation
where an entity other than CWC establishes an intense use with no requirement for a project-specific planning
review. Planning Staff clarified that the condition recommended on approval of this application applies to a
qualifying government entity and is not specific to CWC. The Planning Commission discussed the possibility of
amending the recommended condition of approval to be specific to CWC, thus limiting the rezone to be contingent
upon CWC owning the subject site. Deputy County Attorney Graham advised against limiting the rezone’s
effectiveness on contingency of CWC’s ownership as the application’s conditional approval could be considered
“conditional zoning” which is discouraged in conventional planning exercises. The applicant was amendable to the
proposed amendment and assured the Planning Commission that it was not CWC’s or the current owner’s intent
to “flip” the property subsequent to an approved rezone, adding that a reversionary clause is even planned to be
added to the contract of sale.
Nearby property owner Jeff Robertson made public comment on traffic concerns which he felt are not being
addressed in the rezone review. He is opposed to possible exemption of review process moving forward.
Kelly Lockhart provided public comment as current landowner of the subject site. He attested to agreement
between buyer and seller on intended use of the site as CWC Jackson campus.
Susan Durfee of CWC and Reed Armijo of Jorgensen Associated presented to Planning Commission on traffic
impact analysis.
Planning Commission Chair Esnard made a motion to recommend approval of the application with the amended
condition that “Prior to the subject site being effectively rezoned to P/SP by filing the rezone with the County
Clerk, the applicant shall demonstrate to Teton County Planning Staff with a recorded deed that ownership of the
site has been transferred to CWC or an entity representing CWC. If this demonstration to Planning Staff does not
occur within one year of the rezone approval date, the rezone will be considered expired and will retain the R1
zoning currently in place.” Deputy County Attorney Graham could not confirm the legal advisability of the
amended condition but acknowledged that intent of the recommended amendment is to facilitate discussion. The
motion passed 5-0 with all Planning Commissioners present.

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS

The application was sent to the following departments and agencies for review. All reviews and comments are
attached.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WYDOT (Comments attached and
included in Traffic Impact Study)
Town of Jackson (No Response)
Wyoming Department of Environmental
Quality (No Response)
Wyoming State Engineers Office
Wyoming Game and Fish (Upland and
Fisheries) (Comment Attached)
Wyoming Office of State Lands and
Investments (Comment attached)
US Army Corps of Engineers (No
Response)
Teton County Building Official (No
Response)
Fire Marshal (Comment Attached)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teton Conservation District (Comment
Attached)
County Engineering (Comment
Attached)
Parks and Recreation (No Response)
Pathways Coordinator (No Response)
Public Health/Environmental Health (No
Response)
Sheriff (No Response)
Emergency Management (No Response)
Housing Department (No Response)
Road and Levee (No Response)
Weed and Pest (Comment Attached)
Teton County School District (Comment
Attached)
USFS (No Response)
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FEMA (No Response)
County Surveyor (No Response)

PUBLIC COMMENT

A neighborhood meeting was held by the applicant on September 6, 2019 from 5:30 – 6:00 pm and a summary of
the meeting was included in application materials. A letter providing notice of the neighborhood meeting was
mailed by the applicant to all property owners within an 800 ft radius of the Subject site. A public notice sign was
also placed at the property boundary ten days prior to the neighborhood meeting. Notice of this rezone
application was mailed by Planning Staff to all neighboring property owners within 800-foot radius of the site on
November 8, 2019. Notice of public hearing dates was posted on the site prior to November 29, 2019. As of the
publishing of this staff report on December 30, 2019 no written public comment has been received by Planning
Staff.

LEGAL REVIEW
Graham

RECOMMENDATION
PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDATION

The Planning Director recommends APPROVAL of ZMA2019-0003, dated September 18, 2019, with one condition,
based on the findings recommended below.

PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDED CONDITION

1. Prior to the subject site being effectively rezoned to P/SP by filing the rezone with the County Clerk, the
applicant shall demonstrate to Teton County Planning Staff with a recorded deed that ownership of the
site has been transferred to a qualifying government entity. If this demonstration to Planning Staff does
not occur within one year of the rezone approval date, the rezone will be considered expired and the
subject site will retain the R1 zoning currently in place.

PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION

The Planning Commission recommends APPROVAL of ZMA2019-0003, dated September 18, 2019, with one
amended condition, based on the findings recommended below.

PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDED CONDITION

1. Prior to the subject site being effectively rezoned to P/SP by filing the rezone with the County Clerk, the
applicant shall demonstrate to Teton County Planning Staff with a recorded deed that ownership of the
site has been transferred to CWC or an entity representing CWC. If this demonstration to Planning Staff
does not occur within one year of the rezone approval date, the rezone will be considered expired and
the subject site will retain the R1 zoning currently in place.

PLANNING DIRECTOR AND PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDED FINDINGS

Pursuant to Section 8.7.2.C of the Land Development Regulations, the advisability of amending the Official Zoning
Map is a matter committed to the legislative discretion of the Board of County Commissioners and is not controlled
by any one factor. In deciding to adopt or deny a proposed zoning map amendment the Board of County
Commissioners shall consider factors including, but not limited to, the extent to which the proposed amendment:
1. Is consistent with the purposes and organization of the LDRs;
Can Be Made.
Division 1.3: Purpose and Intent: Based on the legislative discretion of the Board of County Commissioners, these
LDRs are in accordance with the Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan. Their purpose is to implement the
Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan and promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the present and
future inhabitants of the community with the intent listed below.
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1.3.1 Implement the Community Vision: Preserve and protect the area’s ecosystem in order to ensure a healthy
environment, community, and economy for current and future generations.
1.3.2. Implement the Common Values of Community Character
A. Ecosystem Stewardship
1. Maintain healthy populations of all native species and preserve the ability of future generations
to enjoy the quality natural, scenic, and agricultural resources that largely define our community
character.
2. Consume less nonrenewable energy as a community in the future than we do today.
B. Growth Management
1. Direct future growth into a series of connected, Complete Neighborhoods in order to preserve
critical habitat, scenery and open space in our Rural Areas.
2. The Town of Jackson will continue to be the primary location for jobs, housing, shopping,
educational, and cultural activities.
C. Quality of Life
1. Ensure a variety of workforce housing opportunities exist so that at least 65% of those employed
locally also live locally.
2. Develop a sustainable, vibrant, stable and diversified local economy.
3. Residents and visitors will safely, efficiently, and economically move within our community and
throughout the region using alternative modes of transportation.
4. Timely, efficiently, and safely deliver quality services and facilities in a fiscally responsible and
coordinated manner.
Using the P/SP zoning for development of a school at this location contributes to implementing the Community
Vision of the Comprehensive Plan, as it is in proximity to other components of a Complete Neighborhood and
delivers community services and facilities in a coordinated manner. Furthermore, provision of educational
facilities assists with the future development of vibrant and stable economies by ensuring adequate opportunities
for education are available to the community. The Comprehensive Plan should also be implemented in a
predictable and coordinated way. Zoning P/SP at this location preserves predictability by regulating governmental
development and ensures coordination of such development with other governmental entities. The P/SP zone
grants the applicant flexibility in design standards while the applicant is still committing it to a Planning Review
process as discussed in Key Issue #3 that allows for community input and limits on neighborhood impacts. Utilizing
the P/SP zone in this case meets the intended balance of predictability and coordination with other governmental
entities.
Div. 1.4. Organization of the LDRs: These LDRs constitute the County’s zoning and subdivision regulations. They
have two organizing principles. Primarily, they are organized by zone in order to implement and emphasize the
community’s character-based planning approach. Secondarily, to provide ease of use, they are organized to
answer three questions:
• What can be built or physically developed?
• What uses are allowed?
• How can the land be developed or subdivided?
By requesting a rezone to a zoning district already established by Teton County, this proposal is consistent with
the organization of the LDRs.
2. Improves implementation of the desired future character defined in the Illustration of Our Vision chapter of
the Comprehensive Plan;
Can Be Made.
Character District 5 West Jackson: Existing and Future Desired Characteristics
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West Jackson currently exists as one of the most Complete Neighborhoods within the community, with its most
significant characteristic being its wide variety of land uses. This diverse district is highly automobile-oriented and
contains a variety of non-residential uses, a variety of residential types and sizes, light industrial and the majority
of the community’s public schools. It also contains a large undeveloped agricultural area south of High School
Road, and Flat Creek as a prominent natural feature. The future goal of the district will be to take advantage of
the existing variety of land uses and Complete Neighborhood amenities and develop them into a more attractive
and well connected district. The continuation of light industrial uses is necessary to support the local economy. The
preservation of existing residential areas that provide workforce housing, will be essential in meeting the Growth
Management and workforce housing goals of the community. Enhancement of the southern gateway into Town
into a mixed use corridor with improved connectivity and visual appearance will also be important. A key challenge
of the district will be to address transportation congestion, safety and connectivity issues. Possible solutions may
come in many forms, including consideration of an east/west connector south of High School Road and/or the
Tribal Trails connector, complete street improvements to collector roads including High School, Middle School,
Gregory Lane and South Park Loop and improved alternative mode connectivity throughout the district.
The provision of public or semi-public uses and facilities is in this area is consistent with Complete Neighborhoods
and adds to a wide variety of land uses. Since the majority of the community’s schools are located in this District,
rezoning the subject site to facilitate development of a community college diversifies and elevates educational
opportunities for the community while localizing facilities in a continuity of campus. The addition of public or semipublic uses makes this Complete Neighborhood more attractive and integrated in provision of community
services. Any future use of the site should consider visual, transportation, and safety impacts, which makes
agreement and follow-through on the Planning Review process discussed in Key Issue #3 important.
Character District 5: Policy Objectives

4.1.b: The P/SP zoning district allows for dormitory, group home and Accessory Residential Unit housing
types which adds variety to the primarily detached single-family type in the area.
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4.1.d: N/A; governmental entities using P/SP zoning typically are not for profit and, although adjacent,
this site is outside the Town of Jackson jurisdictional boundaries.
4.2.c: Addressing traffic impacts by single occupancy vehicles will need to be prioritized in order to ensure
that the traffic generated by a new public/semi-public use does not inhibit walkability of the district.
Complete street improvements and provision of adequate and connected bicycle and pedestrian facilities
are transportation modifications to consider and implement via a project specific use and development
review as discussed in Key Issue #3.
4.3.a: The Subject Property is adjacent to Subarea 5.4 School Campus, which is a stable subarea. Provision
of land for future community schools is within the scope and character for this subarea.
4.3.b: The Subject Property is within Subarea 5.6 Northern South Park, which is a transitional subarea.
Development in this area is an opportunity to address traffic congestion by single occupancy vehicles, and
provide multi-modal transportation facilities, along with other Transportation Demand Management
techniques.
4.4.b: Although the subject site is clustered adjacent to the existing High School Campus and recreational
fields and is within a transitional subarea, it is also within the mapped Scenic Resources Overlay and a
gateway corridor for those entering Jackson from the South. Site design and exterior materials will be
important components for planning review of project-specific use and development as discussed in Key
Issue #3.
5.3.b: N/A; the site does not currently support existing workforce housing stock as it is an undeveloped
agricultural area.
6.2.b: N/A; P/SP is limited to governmental entities for the provision of community services.
6.2.c: N/A; P/SP is limited to governmental entities for the provision of community services.
6.2.d: Change of zoning to P/SP permits light industry uses. Should light industry uses be established at
this location in the future, such uses would still be consistent with the Future Desired Characteristics of
Character District 5 if the use is under control of a government entity for the provision of public or semipublic services.
7.1.c: Addressing traffic impacts by single occupancy vehicles will need to be prioritized in order to ensure
that the traffic generated through the P/SP use does not inhibit walkability of the district, or the future
ability to address character district goals including traffic congestion, safety, and connectivity. Complete
street improvements and provision of adequate and connected bicycle and pedestrian facilities are
transportation modifications to consider, along with Transportation Demand Management techniques in
the planning review for use and development of the site as discussed in Key Issue #3.
7.2.d: Although this application would involve the construction of new roads to access the P/SP location,
it does not involve work on major transportation network projects. However, considerations should be
given to improving multimodal connectivity where transportation modifications will occur. Such
transportation design elements have not been included as part of this rezone application.
The Subject Parcel is located within Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan) District 5, subarea
5.6 Northern South Park, and borders subarea 5.4 West Jackson Residential. The parameters for each of these
subareas are outlined below, according to the Comp Plan:
5.6 Northern South Park
This TRANSITIONAL Subarea is identified as a possible location for future residential development
at a similar density to the adjacent West Jackson Residential (Subarea 5.5) neighborhoods. While
the priority of the community is to first infill and redevelop other already developed
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Stable/Transitional Subareas in order to meet the Growth Management goals of the Plan; if
necessary, this subarea is a suitable location to meet those goals due to its close proximity to many
existing Complete Neighborhood amenities. The subarea would not be developed in this manner
until determined necessary by the community during a Growth Management Program review. An
exception to this requirement would be the allowance for development when associated with an
opportunity to provide meaningful permanent open space by clustering development into the
subarea from a Conservation or Preservation Subarea. Should development in the area be needed
in the future, it should be the subject of a neighborhood planning effort that addresses traffic
congestion along High School Road. One possible option to be considered is a future east-west
connector road between South Park Loop Road and Highway 89. An appropriate Flat Creek buffer
will also need to be established in order to ensure the wildlife, natural and scenic values associated
with this community resource are maintained.
5.4 School Campus
This STABLE subarea will continue to provide the necessary land for future community schools and
recreational amenities. The community will continue to support and plan for the possible
expansion of the School District Campus. Particular attention needs to be given to addressing the
traffic congestion in this area due to the pulse of single occupancy vehicle and school bus traffic
associated with the school and recreational uses. Possible solutions will come in many forms,
including a shift in current behavior away from the use of single occupancy vehicle and complete
street improvements to High School, Middle School and South Park Loop Roads, including
improved pedestrian and bicycle connectivity throughout the subarea and from surrounding
districts into the subarea.

While the subject site is located primarily within subarea 5.6, it does correspond with the characteristic of “future
community schools” as identified in the adjacent subarea 5.4. Boundaries for subareas do not have distinct
perimeter lines, but rather allow for some flexibility and transition at the margins between subareas. To remain
consistent with the vision for both subareas, careful consideration should be given to address traffic impacts by
single occupancy vehicles, complete street improvements, and ensuring adequate and connected bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. These issues need to be reviewed in any project-specific application for future development
or use.
3. Is necessary to address changing conditions or a public necessity; and
Can Be Made. The CWC-Jackson Outreach Center (CWC-Jackson) opened in 1976 and has relocated several times
to accommodate growth. Currently, CWC-Jackson operates out of the Center for the Arts, along with partnerships
with Jackson Hole High School, St. John’s Medical Center and the Elks Lodge which provide auxiliary spaces for
increased classroom demands. These changing conditions over time resulting in needed space for CWC operations
indicates an appropriate use of the P/SP zoning to accommodate CWC needs and the growing community interest
in attending such a campus. As our community and workforce grow and diversify, there is an increased demand
for a variety of public facilities and services. Rezone of a site adjacent to existing community services and
connectivity for transportation and infrastructure is appropriate to provide for this growing demand and
accommodate a variety of new and expanding resources into the future.
4. Is consistent with the other adopted County Resolutions.
Not Applicable. This amendment for zoning does not impact any other adopted County Resolutions. Please see
the attached LDR Checklist for more information.

ATTACHMENTS
•
•

LDR Review Checklist
Departmental Reviews
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CWC Planning Review Agreement (12/22/2019 Draft)
CWC letter from Holland & Hart LLP
2017 SPET Resolution
Final Traffic Impact Study with applicant's response to comments (via link only: https://
tetoncountywy.sharepoint.com/sites/TetonCountyArchive/PermitDocuments/ZMA2019-0003%20Application%
20Part%202%20-%20Traffic%20Impact%20Study.pdf)
• Application for Zoning Map Amendment (via link only: https://tetoncountywy.sharepoint.com/sites/
TetonCountyArchive/PermitDocuments/ZMA2019-0003,%20Application.pdf
SUGGESTED MOTION
•
•
•
•

I move to APPROVE ZMA2019-0003 dated September 18, 2019, for a rezone of a single 2-acre site from Rural-1
to Public/Semi-Public, with one condition, being able to make the findings of Section 8.7.2 as recommended by
the Planning Director and Planning Commission.
Condition recommended by Planning Staff and County Attorney Staff

1. Prior to the subject site being effectively rezoned to P/SP by filing the rezone with the County Clerk, the
applicant shall demonstrate to Teton County Planning Staff with a recorded deed that ownership of the
site has been transferred to a qualifying government entity. If this demonstration to Planning Staff does
not occur within one year of the rezone approval date, the rezone will be considered expired and the
subject site will retain the R1 zoning currently in place.
Amended Condition recommended by Planning Commission

1. Prior to the subject site being effectively rezoned to P/SP by filing the rezone with the County Clerk, the
applicant shall demonstrate to Teton County Planning Staff with a recorded deed that ownership of the
site has been transferred to CWC or an entity representing CWC. If this demonstration to Planning Staff
does not occur within one year of the rezone approval date, the rezone will be considered expired and
the subject site will retain the R1 zoning currently in place.
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ATTACHMENT 1:

LDR Review Checklist

Application: ZMA2019-0003

Purpose: CWC Rezone: Rural-1 to Public/Semi-Public

Applicant/Agent: Jorgensen Associates
Property Owner: LEEKS CANYON RANCH, LLC
Reviewer: Angie Martell

Recommendation: Approval
Notes:

Date: 11/18/2019

1. Standards that are different between R-1 and P/SP zones are highlighted below

SITE DESCRIPTION

No address
Other Metes & Bounds
n/a
22-40-16-06-4-00-007
5.6 – Northern South Park
5.4 – School Campus
Zone: Rural-1
Overlay: Scenic Resources Overlay
Comments:
Address:
Type:
Lot:
PIDN:
Subarea:

SITE AREA

Gross Site Area (GSA): 2 acres
Comments: The subject parcel is 17.30
acres. This application
requests to rezone a 2
acre section of said parcel.

LDR Review Checklist: ZMA2019-0003

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT (§ ZONE.B, ARTICLE 5)
R1 Standard
150

P/SP Standard

Stream Setback (min ft) (§
5.1.1)

50-150

50-150

Pond Setback (min ft) (§ 5.1.1)

50-150

50-150

Wetland Setback (min ft) (§
5.1.1)

30

30

Ditch Setback (min ft) (§
7.7.4.D)

15

15

Elk Habitat (5.2.1.G.1)

NRO

NRO

N/A; no rivers
within regulatory
buffer from site
currently
undeveloped
agricultural fields;
Flat Creek is
adjacent to the site
to the east
N/A; no ponds
within regulatory
buffer from site
currently
undeveloped
agricultural fields;
apparent wetlands
at Flat Creek
currently
undeveloped
agricultural fields
with ditches
throughout
N/A; not in NRO

NRO

NRO

N/A; not in NRO

Moose Habitat (5.2.1.G.3)

NRO

NRO

N/A; not in NRO

Swan Habitat (5.2.1.G.4)

300’ setback to
nest; no dev in
winter habitat

300’ setback to
nest; no dev in
winter habitat

Trout Spawning (5.2.1.G.5)

150’ setback to
spawning area

Bald Eagle Habitat (5.2.1.G.6)

660’ setback to
nest; no dev in
crucial winter
habitat

Location of Development in Natural Resources
River Setback (min ft) (§ 5.1.1)

Mule Deer Habitat (5.2.1.G.2)

150

Existing

Proposed Result

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

currently
undeveloped
agricultural fields;
unknown if Flat
Creek is nesting or
winter habitat
150’ setback to
currently
Same standard for
spawning area
undeveloped
R1 and P/SP
agricultural fields;
unknown if Flat
Creek is spawning
area
660’ setback to
currently
Same standard for
nest; no dev in
undeveloped
R1 and P/SP
crucial winter
agricultural fields;
habitat
unknown if nests in
regulatory buffer
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LDR Review Checklist: ZMA2019-0003

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT (§ ZONE.B, ARTICLE 5)
Vegetative Cover (5.2.1.F)

Environmental Analysis (8.2.2)
Comments:

R1 Standard
NRO

P/SP Standard
NRO

Existing
N/A: not in NRO

Required
Required
currently
Unless exempted Unless exempted
undeveloped
By LDR Sec.
By LDR Sec.
agricultural fields;
8.2.2.B.1.g.i
8.2.2.B.1.g.i
no prior EA on file

Proposed Result
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Scenic Resources Overlay (5.3.2)
Foreground (5.3.2.G)
Skyline (5.3.2.H)
Comments:

Site Development

Visual Resource
Visual resource Within the South Same standard for
Analysis Required Analysis Required Highway 89 Scenic
R1 and P/SP
Area
Not on ridgeline Not on ridgeline
n/a
n/a

currently
P/SP does not
undeveloped
restrict maximum
agricultural fields
amount of site
development
30
N/A
Currently
P/SP has no
Street Setback—north (min ft)
undeveloped
setback
agricultural fields
requirement
Side Setback—east (min ft)
15
N/A
Currently
P/SP has no
undeveloped
setback
agricultural fields
requirement
Side Setback—west (min ft)
15
N/A
Currently
P/SP has no
undeveloped
setback
agricultural fields
requirement
Rear Setback—south (min ft)
15
N/A
Currently
P/SP has no
undeveloped
setback
agricultural fields
requirement
Landscaping (min)
n/a
n/a
n/a
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Comments: * There is currently only a single public road to the north of the parent parcel. No existing roads
currently serve the proposed development on the 2-acre section of the parcel, but new roads are
assumed to be private roads in this comparison; setbacks may change dependent on the location of
access to the site
Site Development (max sf)

18,492

N/A
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT (§ ZONE.B, ARTICLE 5)
R1 Standard
30

P/SP Standard
N/A

No existing
structures

Side Setback—east (min ft)

30

N/A

No existing
structures

Side Setback—west (min ft)

30

N/A

No existing
structures

Rear Setback—south (min ft)

30

N/A

No existing
structures

Eaves, canopies,
decks, and other
architectural
projection that
clear 9’ above
finish grade may
extend 5’ into a
setback
30

N/A

No existing
structures

N/A

37.5

N/A

Roof Materials

Earth tones, nonreflective

N/A

currently
undeveloped
currently
undeveloped
currently
undeveloped

Siding Materials

Earth tones, nonreflective

N/A

Structure Dimensions (§ Zone.B)
Street Setback—north (min ft)

Architectural Projections

Point Height (max ft)

Overall Height (max ft)

Comments:

Existing

currently
undeveloped

Proposed Result
P/SP has no
setback
requirement
P/SP has no
setback
requirement
P/SP has no
setback
requirement
P/SP has no
setback
requirement
P/SP has no
setback
requirement

P/SP has no height
requirement
P/SP has no height
requirement
P/SP has no
exterior materials
requirements
P/SP has no
exterior materials
requirements
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT (§ ZONE.B, ARTICLE 5)
Structure Scale (§ Zone.B)

Building:
Above Grade Floor Area (sf)
Basement Floor Area (sf)
Site Total
Above Grade Floor Area (sf)
Basement Floor Area (sf)

Comments:

Exterior Lighting (5.3.1)
Unshielded Lumens (max)
Total Lumens (max)
Light Trespass
Comments:

R1 Standard

P/SP Standard

Existing

Proposed Result

10,000

N/A

currently
undeveloped

n/a

N/A

currently
undeveloped

P/SP has no max
building scale
standard
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP ;
basement exempt
from max scale

10,000

N/A

n/a

N/A

currently
undeveloped

P/SP has no max
floor area standard
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP;
basement exempt
from max scale

4,000

5,500

currently
undeveloped
currently
undeveloped

P/SP allows an
additional 1,500
Unshielded lumens
P/SP allows more
lumens than R1

is currently
undeveloped

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

1.5 x SF site
3 x sf site
development but development but
no greater than
no greater than
60,000
100,000
Prohibited
Prohibited
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT (§ ZONE.B, ARTICLE 5)
Other Physical Dev. Standards
Wildlife Friendly Fencing (§
5.1.2)
Wildlife Feeding (§ 5.1.3)
Bear Resistance (§ 5.2.2)
Steep Slopes (§ 5.4.1)

Unstable Soils (§ 5.4.2)
Fault Areas (§ 5.4.3)

Floodplains (§ 5.4.4)

WUI (§ 5.4.5)

Signs (§ 5.6.2)
Grading (§ 5.7.2)

Erosion Control (§ 5.7.3)
Stormwater (§ 5.7.4)

GEX Exempt Water Feature

R1 Standard

Required for all
new/replaced
fencing
Prohibited

P/SP Standard

Required for all
new/replaced
fencing
Prohibited

Area 2 = no bear Area 2 = no bear
conflict prevention conflict prevention
standards
standards
None apparent
None apparent

Existing

Proposed Result

Unknown

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Unknown

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Unknown
None apparent

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
A small area in the A small area in the A small area in the Same standard for
south east corner south east corner south east corner
R1 and P/SP;
of the property
of the property
of the property Floodplain Review
includes Zone AE includes Zone AE includes Zone AE
Permit may be
Floodway
Floodway
Floodway
required as
determined by
County Floodplain
Administrator
Not in WUI
Not in WUI
Not in WUI
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
1 rustic
N/A
Unknown
P/SP has no sign
freestanding or
standards
wall; 16 sf; 10’ high
Required
Required
Unknown
Same standard for
dependent on
dependent on
R1 and P/SP
slope and
slope and
disturbance area disturbance area
thresholds
thresholds
Required to be
Required to be
Required to be Same standard for
demonstrated in demonstrated in demonstrated in
R1 and P/SP
grading
grading application grading application
application
Required to be
Required to be
Required to be Same standard for
demonstrated in demonstrated in demonstrated in R1 and P/SP, No
grading application grading application grading application increase in peak
flow rate or
velocity across
property lines
n/a
n/a
n/a
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Comments:
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USE (§ ZONE.C, ARTICLE 6)

R1 Standard
35 acres

P/SP Standard
0 sf

currently
undeveloped

N/A

N/A

currently
undeveloped

Allowed Use (§ Zone.C.1): Daycare/Education
Site Area (min acres) (§
Zone.C.1)

Density (max) (§ Zone.C.1)

Scale (max) (§ Zone.C.1)
Habitable Floor Area (sf)

Existing

Proposed Result

R1 requires 35
acre site area while
P/SP has no
requirement
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

N/A, but intensity N/A, but intensity
0
Same standard for
of use determined of use determined
R1 and P/SP
through CUP
through CUP
approval
approval
Gross Floor Area (sf)
N/A, but intensity
N/A
0
Same standard for
of use determined
R1 and P/SP
through CUP
approval
Use Standards (§ 6.1, § Zone.E.) Specific standards Each daycare or
Agricultural use
Same standard
for CUP criteria; education use shall
except R1 specifies
Each daycare or comply with the
CUP criteria
education use shall relevant provisions
comply with the of the Wyoming
relevant provisions Statutes and with
of the Wyoming local health, safety
Statutes and with
and fire codes
local health, safety
and fire codes
Comments: Allowed Uses
+ Guest Ranch
+ Dormitory
Agricultural use
Different allowed
+Detached Single + Group Home
uses between R1
Family
+ Office
and P/SP
+ Campground
+ Service
+ Nursery
+ Mini-storage
+Outfitter/Tours Warehouse
+Bed & Breakfast + Heavy Industry
+ Home Business + Disposal
+ Family Home
+ Junkyard
Daycare
+Parking
+ Temp Shelter
+Temp Realty
Office

Parking (§ Zone.C.2, Div. 6.2)
Required Parking (min)
Parking Location

Required Loading (min)
Loading Location
Comments:

Independent
Independent
None, existing use Same standard for
Calculation
Calculation
is agricultural
R1 and P/SP
Off-street, on-site Off-street, on-site None, existing use Same standard for
is agricultural
R1 and P/SP
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
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LDR Review Checklist: ZMA2019-0003

USE (§ ZONE.C, ARTICLE 6)

R1 Standard

Workforce Housing (§ Zone.C.3, Div. 6.3)
Units Required (min)
Housing Method
Comments:

Operational Standards

Outside Storage (§ 6.4.1)
Refuse and Recycling (§ 6.4.2)
Noise (§ 6.4.3)

Exempt

P/SP Standard
Exempt

Existing

None; agricultural Same standard for
use
R1 and P/SP

Restricted unit or Restricted unit or None; agricultural Same standard for
fee in lieu
fee in lieu
use
R1 and P/SP

No storage in front No storage in front
yard; no storage of yard; no storage of
structures
structures
Screened to
Screened to
prevent viewing prevent viewing
55 DBA
65 DBA

Unknown

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Unknown

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Increased 10 DBA
from R1 to P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Unknown

Standards only
apply in Town
Prohibited

Standards only
apply in Town
Prohibited

Unknown

Fire/Explosive Hazard (§ 6.4.6)

Prohibited

Prohibited

Unknown

Prohibited

Prohibited

Unknown

Radioactivity (§ 6.4.8)

Prohibited

Prohibited

Unknown

Shall secure
structures/areas
that could be
dangerous; shall
keep all
construction
materials and
effluent on site

Shall secure
structures/areas
that could be
dangerous; shall
keep all
construction
materials and
effluent on site

Unknown

Vibration (§ 6.4.4)

Electrical Disturbance (§ 6.4.5)
Heat/Humidity (§ 6.4.7)

Other Prohibitions (§ 6.4.9)

Proposed Result

Unknown

Comments:
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LDR Review Checklist: ZMA2019-0003

DEVELOPMENT OPTION & SUBDIVISION (§ ZONE.D, ARTICLE 7)
R1 Standard
35 acres

P/SP Standard
n/a

Undeveloped lot

Rural Area (min)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Conservation Area (min)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Development Area (max)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Density (max)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Additional Floor Area (max)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Development or Subdivision Option (§ Zone.D.1): Land Division
Lot Size (min)

Comments:

Existing

Development or Subdivision Option (§ Zone.D.1): Floor Area Option (7.1.5)
n/a

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

Rural Area (min)

35 acres

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

Conservation Area (min)

90% GSA

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

Development Area (max)

10% GSA

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

Density (max)

2 additional ARU
per 35 ac

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

Additional Floor Area (max)

10,000 sf per 35
ac

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

Lot Size (min)

Comments:

Proposed Result

No minimum lot
size standard for
P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

No Floor Area
Option allowed for
P/SP
No Floor Area
Option allowed for
P/SP
No Floor Area
Option allowed for
P/SP
No Floor Area
Option allowed for
P/SP
No Floor Area
Option allowed for
P/SP
No Floor Area
Option allowed for
P/SP
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LDR Review Checklist: ZMA2019-0003

DEVELOPMENT OPTION & SUBDIVISION (§ ZONE.D, ARTICLE 7)
R1 Standard
n/a

P/SP Standard

Existing

Proposed Result

n/a

Not permitted

Greater of: 70%
of Rural GSA OR
49 ac
3 ac per 7ac
conserved
3 du per 35 ac

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot
Undeveloped
Agricultural lot
Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

No Rural PRD
allowed for P/SP
No Rural PRD
allowed for P/SP
No Rural PRD
allowed for P/SP

n/a

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot
Undeveloped
Agricultural lot
Undeveloped
Agricultural lot
Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

No CN-PRD
allowed for P/SP
No CN-PRD
allowed for P/SP
No CN-PRD
allowedfor P/SP
No CN-PRD
allowed for P/SP

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

No CN-PRD
allowed for P/SP

Not permitted

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

No CN-PRD
allowed for P/SP

Due upon
residential
subdivision

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Due upon
residential
subdivision

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

Development or Subdivision Option (§ Zone.D.1): Rural PRD (7.1.2)
Lot Size (min)

Rural Area (min)

Conservation Area (min)
Development Area (max)
Density (max)

Additional Floor Area (max)
Comments:

Not permitted

Not permitted
Not permitted

Development or Subdivision Option (§ Zone.D.1): CN-PRD (7.1.6)
Lot Size (min)

Rural Area (min)

Conservation Area (min)

Development Area (max)
Density (max)
Additional Floor Area (max)
Comments:

n/a

Not permitted

105 ac

Not permitted

90% of Rural GSA

Not permitted

1 ac per 19 ac
Rural GSA; 1 ac
per 9 ac
conserved
1 du per 4.375 ac
Rural GSA; 1 du
per 35 ac Rural
GSA
n/a

Not permitted

Schools and Parks Exactions (Div. 7.5)
Required Land (min)
Exaction Method
Comments:

0.03 acre per 0.03 acre per new
new residential
residential
subdivided lot
subdivided lot
created
created
Land dedication Land dedication
or fee in lieu
or fee in lieu

Undeveloped
Agricultural lot
Undeveloped
Agricultural lot
Undeveloped
Agricultural lot

No Rural PRD
allowed for P/SP
No Rural PRD
allowed for P/SP
No Rural PRD
allowed for P/SP
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LDR Review Checklist: ZMA2019-0003

DEVELOPMENT OPTION & SUBDIVISION (§ ZONE.D, ARTICLE 7)
Transportation and Utilities
Access (§ 7.6.2)

Road Standards (§ 7.6.4)

Easement Dedication (§ 7.6.5)
Intersection Clear View (§ 7.6.6)
Potable Water (§ 7.7.2)

Wastewater Treatment (§ 7.7.3)

Irrigation/Water Rights (§ 7.7.4)
Utility Burial/Easement (§ 7.7.5)
Comments:

Required

P/SP Standard
Required

Existing

Unknown

Proposed Result

R1 Standard

P/SP Standard

Existing

Proposed Result

Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Dependent on
Dependent on
Unknown
Same standard for
road classification road classification
R1 and P/SP
Required for legal Required for legal
Three existing Same standard for
access
access
access easements
R1 and P/SP
to site
Required
Required
Unknown
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Required
Required
Unknown
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Required
Required
Unknown
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP
Dependent on
Dependent on Irrigation ditches Same standard for
State permitting State permitting throughout site
R1 and P/SP
Required
Required
Unknown
Same standard for
R1 and P/SP

OTHER COUNTY RESOLUTIONS
Other County Resolutions

R1 Standard

Solar access as a Solar access as a Solar access as a Same standard for
property right
property right
property right
R1 and P/SP
Jackson Hole Airport Resolution n/a; not in vicinity n/a; not in vicinity n/a; not in vicinity Same standard for
of airport
of airport
of airport
R1 and P/SP
Open Space Resource Resolution
n/a; not in
n/a; not in
n/a; not in
Same standard for
conservation
conservation
conservation
R1 and P/SP
easement
easement
easement
Comments:
Solar Access Resolution
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ATTACHMENT 2: DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS
Angie Martell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Holly Dyer <holly.dyer@wyo.gov>
Monday, October 21, 2019 11:36 AM
Angie Martell
Emma Van Vlack
Re: Teton County Rezone Application

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Teton County's mail system ‐‐ DO NOT CLICK on links or
open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]

Hi Angie,
Based on the information provided, the site’s location (Pt. N2SE4, T40N‐R116W‐Sec 6) lays near or adjacent
to approximately 40 acres of state‐owned land. We note any access across or work performed on state lands
will require prior authorization from the state as the existing Special Use Lease does not include permissions
for CWC. Apart from this, we have no further comment as the proposed activities are not proposed for lands
owned by the state. Thank you for reaching out to us!

Best,
Holly S. Dyer
Commercial Leasing Manager
Wyoming Office of State Lands & Investments
122 West 25th Street
Herschler Building, 1 East
Cheyenne, WY 82002
Office: 307.777.5762
Fax: 307.777.3524
"Effectively managing natural resources and funds for current and future generations."
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WYOMING OFFICE OF STATE LANDS AND INVESTMENTS

MARK GORDON
Governor

122 West 25th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82002
Phone: 307-777-7331
Fax: 307-777-2980

JENIFER E. SCOGGIN
Director

slfmail@wyo.gov

November 6, 2019
Teton County Planning and Building Services
ATTN: Angie Martell
200 South Willow Street
Jackson, WY 83001

RE: Central Wyoming College Rezone Application

To Whom It May Concern:
Based on the information provided in Central Wyoming College’s application ZMA2019-0003 to rezone the lot for
intended college construction, the site’s location (Pt. N2SE4, T40N-R116W-Sec 6) lays near or adjacent to approximately
40 acres of state-owned land. We note any access across or work performed on state lands will require prior authorization
from the state as the existing special-use leases and easements do not include permissions for Central Wyoming College.
Apart from this, we have no further comment as the proposed activities are not proposed for lands owned by the state.
We appreciate this opportunity to comment on this project. If we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact me. I can be reached at 307-777-5762 or holly.dyer@wyo.gov .

Sincerely,

Holly Dyer
Commercial Leasing Manager

EFFECTIVELY MANAGING NATURAL RESOURCES AND FUNDS FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS

December 4, 2019
TO: Angie Martell, Teton County Associate Long Range Planner
Delivery via email: armartell@tetoncountywy.gov
RE: ZMA2019-0003 CWC rezone application – Traffic Impact Study review
Dear Angie,
Thank you for meeting with me regarding the CWC traffic impact study related to the rezone application currently
being considered.
Following are my primary comments on the document.
POINT OF ACCESS
There are 3 identified locations for points of access to the CWC site:
a. East to S. Hwy 89
b. East of soccer fields (Gregory Lane/HS Road)
c. West of the JHHS Parking Lot (MS Road/HS Road)
From our discussion it seems that the applicant’s preferred access point is (b), East of soccer fields. This will
be directly adjacent to the existing Teton County owned sewer dump station building. Currently there is a
looped approach to this building on HS Road. I have concerns that the approach will now have to be altered
to fall on the new access road and may not meet standards for separation distance from the new intersection
at HS Road. This will need further review by County staff once a more detailed plan is developed.
While the approach on S Hwy 89 (a) is not the applicants preferred alternative for accessing the site, the
county commission may want to consider larger transportation network opportunities that requiring the
approach onto Hwy 89 could provide in relation to network connectivity, redundancy, and reduction of traffic
volumes on High School Road which has poor levels of service at peak hours. This deserves consideration
particularly in relation to future development potential of the surrounding parcels of land in the greater
South Park area.
ROAD TYPICAL SECTION
It was discussed that the new road typical section would be based upon the TOJ complete streets model.
County staff encourages thoughtful design on pedestrian and bicycle access and travel lane widths that
discourage speeding in this area of high pedestrian and playfield usage. Fencing for ball containment may also
be necessary adjacent to the fields.
ROAD EASMENT
In limited time available, I was not able to locate the easement documents for any of the access road
approach locations. It is not clear who will eventually own and maintain the new access road or if easements
may need to be modified for the current proposal.
(Continued on next page)

FLAT CREEK/FLOODPLAIN
If the HS Road/Gregory Lane approach is utilized, the setback from Flat Creek will need to be considered in the
design.
Upon further review after our meeting, the floodplain boundary encroaches on the HS Road/Gregory Lane
access point road easement, therefore it appears that a floodplain permit would be necessary for road
improvements that fall within the special flood hazard area. As discussed, frazil ice issues also exist in this area
of Flat Creek.
TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT
Finally, I strongly encourage CWC to develop a robust Travel Demand Management Program (TDM) to
encourage and reward multi-modal transportation by the students, staff and faculty. In the study, currently no
trips are allocated to transit due to the relative proximity of the bus stops. However, it seems that the HS Road
stops are not too far to preclude use, even if a dedicated stop is not achievable.
Related to encouraging multi-modal transportation, assure that your site plan is bike/ped friendly and provides
adequate bike parking.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide comment.
Sincerely,
Amy Ramage, PE
Teton County Engineer

Angie Martell
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lesley Beckworth <lbeckworth@tcweed.org>
Monday, October 21, 2019 3:09 PM
Angie Martell
RE: Teton County Rezone Application
ZMA2019-0003.pdf

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Teton County's mail system ‐‐ DO NOT CLICK on links or
open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hi Angie,
Thank you for including TCWP in this email. I have attached the Invasive Species Management Plan required for grading
permits to this email.
Lesley Beckworth
Landowner Program Coordinator
Teton County Weed & Pest
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GEC Permit Application
Invasive Species Management Plan
ZMA2019-0003
Pre-Construction Management Strategies:
*applicable to construction beginning after May 1 and before November 15*
1. Known infestations will be treated at least two weeks prior to construction using methods listed
below.
Active Construction Management Strategies:
1. All construction equipment will be cleaned prior to entering the site.
2. Soil stockpiles will be routinely checked and treated for invasive species.
3. Disturbance outside of the construction zone and in areas where invasive species are present will
be minimized.
4. All areas outside of the construction zone will be kept on active management using the methods
listed below. This area will be monitored and treated at least twice each growing season.
Post-Construction Management Strategies:
1. Revegetation will occur immediately after construction is complete to prevent the establishment of
invasive species in the disturbed areas.
2. Nursery stock will be used in accordance with W.S. 11-9-101 – 109 (Wyoming Nursery Stock Law),
accompanied by a valid health certificate, and acquired through a dealer licensed by the Wyoming
Department of Agriculture. Seeds will be used in accordance with W.S. 11-12-101 – 125
(Wyoming Seed Law), certified weed free, and acquired through a dealer licensed by the Wyoming
Department of Agriculture.
3. Certified weed free straw, gravel, and soil will be utilized as possible.
4. TCWP will be contacted to create a post-construction inventory.

Angie Martell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ted VanHolland
Monday, November 4, 2019 8:09 AM
Angie Martell
Amy Ramage
RE: Reminder: Teton County Rezone Application Comments

Angie,
Thank you for keeping the Engineering department informed and providing the opportunity for comment. My cursory
inspection of the review documents did not reveal anything consequential in the development plan shown. I would
anticipate that this new campus would be served by Town of Jackson water and wastewater, though that is subject to
the Town’s discretion, of course. I did not have time for a more thorough review for a zone change application. I don’t
believe Amy does, either, but I have copied her on my response in case she has additional comment.
Sincerely,
Ted Van Holland, P.E.
Teton County Engineering Department
tvanholland@tetoncountywy.gov
307‐732‐8581
307‐413‐1025
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Angie Martell
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tom Segerstrom <tom@tetonconservation.org>
Wednesday, November 6, 2019 1:27 PM
Angie Martell
RE: Teton County Rezone Application
L_HerefordRch_Trct3_4_11062019.pdf

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Teton County's mail system ‐‐ DO NOT CLICK on links or
open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]

Dear Angie,
Please find TCD’s review of ZMA2019003.
Sincerely,
Tom Segerstrom
Executive Director
Teton Conservation District
P.O. Box 1070
Jackson, WY 83001
Phone: (307) 733-2110
Cell: (307) 413-2704
Fax: (307)733-8179
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Angie Martell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Darin Kaufman <darin.kaufman@wyo.gov>
Monday, November 4, 2019 9:09 AM
Angie Martell
Keith Compton; james.brough@wyo.gov; brian.wood@wyo.org; nick.meeker@wyo.gov;
hayes.buxton@wyo.gov; Doug.Mcwhirter@wyo.gov; gary.fralick@wyo.gov; Rob.Gipson@wyo.gov;
anna.senecal@wyo.gov; kenneth.e.koebberling@usace.army.mil; bradley_rogers@fws.gov; Billy Nunn;
Kathy Clay; tom@tetonconservation.org; Steve Ashworth; Brian Schilling; Sara Budge; Matt Carr; Rich
Ochs; Brenda Ashworth; Stacy Stoker; Dave Gustafson; lbeckworth@tcweed.org;
jdaugherty@tcsd.org; Jeremy Parker; Cernicek, David N -FS; Kurt Stout;
avalanche.institute@gmail.com; karenkanes@fs.fed.us; holly.dire@wyo.gov; Amy Ramage
Re: Teton County Rezone Application

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Teton County's mail system ‐‐ DO NOT CLICK on links or
open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Angie,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
WYDOT has no objections to the proposed rezoning.
It is recommended that any traffic statement or traffic impact analysis (TIA) to use the most current edition of the ITE
Trip Generation Manual (i.e. 10th Edition).
If a detailed TIA is required, WYDOT would appreciate the opportunity to review and provide feedback. The cost of the
TIA and traffic mitigation measures identified as a result of the proposed development will be the responsibility of the
applicant.
If access is proposed via US 89 or in the future, the applicant shall obtain an approach application from WYDOT.
For any new utility connections within WYDOT right‐of‐way, the utility companies/owner shall obtain the necessary M‐
54 utility license via the new on‐line permitting process, MainStar, located
at https://usa.maintstar.co/Wyoming/Logon.aspx. Currently WYDOT requires any utility company needing access to
the MaintStar system to contact the local District Office for the license or permit, or to email dot.utilities@wyo.gov to
set up your login credentials.
WYDOT Utilities Section can be found at the following link:
http://www.dot.state.wy.us/home/engineering_technical_programs/utilities_section.html
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me.
Thanks,
Darin Kaufman, P.E., PTOE
WYDOT District 3 Traffic Engineer
3200 Elk Street
Rock Springs, WY 82902
Office: 307.352.3034
Cell: 307.389.0235
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Darin Kaufman <darin.kaufman@wyo.gov>

CWC Jackson Outreach Center TIS Comments
Taylor McCort <taylor.mccort1@wyo.gov>
To: Darin Kaufman <darin.kaufman@wyo.gov>
Cc: Ryan Shields <ryan.shields@wyo.gov>, Jeffery Mellor <jeffery.mellor@wyo.gov>

Mon, Nov 18, 2019 at 10:57 AM

Darin,
In general, I agree with the conclusion made by Jorgensen that the Central Wyoming College(CWC) Outreach center will
affect the traffic at Broadway & High School road (only WYDOT road affected by outreach center) but, the operational
affects will not be significant enough to warrant improvements.
I found the assumptions for trip generation and distribution reasonable. Jorgensen contacted CWC and obtained
enrollment numbers, staffing information, and class schedule to estimate the trip generation during peak hours. I believe
their method will be more accurate than a ITE Trip Gen. I did not identify any documentation to back up the numbers
provided by CWC so I am assuming those are correct. Jorgensen assumed the generated traffic would follow the same
distribution as typical traffic. Since outreach center traffic and high school traffic both come from the general public I
agree with Jorgensen's distribution assumption.
The LOS simulation results for future years from Table 6 (pg. 35) show the affects total effects on intersection operations
are small. The effects will not add operational problems that do not already exist. The volumes will be partially distributed
to off peak hours because of the class schedules. While I agree with the approach and the numbers look reasonable,
there was also no schedule so I am trusting they distributed the volumes correctly.
If you want to discuss more please call or email, and have a great day.
Thanks,
Taylor McCort, PE | Traffic Engineer | Wyoming Department of Transportation

5300 Bishop Blvd. | Cheyenne, WY 82009 | 307.777.4167
Taylor.McCort@wyo.gov

E-Mail to and from me, in connection with the transaction
of public business, is subject to the Wyoming Public Records
Act and may be disclosed to third parties.

Angie Martell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Anna Senecal <anna.senecal@wyo.gov>
Monday, November 4, 2019 4:09 PM
Angie Martell
Doug.Mcwhirter@wyo.gov; gary.fralick@wyo.gov; Rob.Gipson@wyo.gov;
tom@tetonconservation.org; Amy Ramage
Re: Teton County Rezone Application

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Teton County's mail system ‐‐ DO NOT CLICK on links or
open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Good afternoon, Angie
I'll second Darin's thanks for the opportunity to provide project comments. The WGFD does not formally object to
rezoning as the considered property is outside of the NRO. Similarly, there are no terrestrial wildlife comments
associated with the development. We do, however, offer the following considerations regarding the development of
parking areas and potential road crossing related to Flat Creek water quality concerns. As we know, Flat Creek is a
303(d) listed stream downstream of the National Elk Refuge. The creek's "Threatened" status is tied to degraded habitat
quality and elevated suspended sediments (turbidity). High turbidity in Flat Creek is associated both with water diverted
from the Gros Ventre River as well as stormwater runoff from the Town of Jackson. This development stands to
potentially increase stormwater inputs to Flat Creek if not properly mitigated.
Below is a link to the Wyoming DEQ best management practices guidelines for urban development. Of particular
interest are detention facilities (stormwater wetlands, i.e.) and infiltration and filtration facilities (native landscaping and
vegetated filter strips i.e.). I understand that snow storage and water quality considerations have been made for the
building itself. As far as the proposed and future parking lots are concerned, however, stormwater interception and
mitigation design elements to protect the Flat Creek corridor from the effects of impervious surfaces are
lacking. Expanding the scope of design services to include these environmental considerations is a step towards
ensuring future development meets the high standards of stewardship associated with Teton County Planning.
Thanks and best,
Anna
http://deq.wyoming.gov/media/attachments/Water%20Quality/Nonpoint%20Source/Best%20Management%20Practice
s/2013_wqd‐wpp‐Nonpoint‐Source_Urban‐Best‐Management‐Practice‐Manual.pdf
Anna Senecal
Aquatic Habitat Biologist
Wyoming Game and Fish Department
PO Box 67
Jackson, WY 83001
office: 307-249-5815
cell: 307-413-9157
Anna.Senecal@wyo.gov
E-Mail to and from me, in connection with the transaction of public business, is subject to the Wyoming Public Records
Act and may be disclosed to third parties.
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MEMO
FIRE REVIEW
TO:

Angie Martell, Associate Long Range Planner

FROM:

Kathy Clay, Fire Marshal

DATE:

October 15, 2019

SUBJECT:

Central Wyoming College Rezone
ZMA2019-0003

This office has received the request for rezoning at the above location. The most current edition of the
International Fire Code (IFC) and the 2017 edition of the National Electric Code (NEC) shall be used for
building design.
Comments include, but are not limited to:
General Requirements
1. Fire apparatus access shall be provided. (2015 IFC 503.1.1)
2. Visible address numbers, a minimum of 4 inches in height and 0.5-inch stroke width, shall be
installed on all structures. (IFC 505.1)
3. Portable fire extinguishers shall be placed in accordance with code requirements. (IFC 906).
4. Interior finishes shall meet fire code requirements. (IFC Chapter 8)
Finishes including walls, ceilings, interior trim, furniture, furnishing, window treatments,
decorative materials and decorative vegetation in building shall meet the allowed flame spread
and smoke development indexes. Information to be provided on the finish schedule includes
application location, model number/name, color, attachment system, manufacturer contact
information, the flame spread class and smoke development rating of the product and allowed
finish as outlined in table 803.3. Vendor data submittal information needs to be provided for each
interior finish showing flame spread and smoke development certifications.
5. Means of egress shall meet fire code requirements. (IFC Chapter 10)
6. The means of egress, including exit discharge, shall be illuminated at all times building space
served by means of egress is occupied. (IFC 1008.1)
7. Illumination shall be provided in the means of egress in accordance with (1008.2). Under
emergency power, means of egress illumination shall comply with (1008.3).
8. Any hazardous material storage shall meet fire code requirement. (IFC Chapter 27)
9. Should any fuel-fired appliances be installed, requirements for carbon monoxide detection shall be
followed. (IFC 915)
10. Final fire inspection shall be required before certificate of occupancy is released.
 Accepted



Accepted with Comments

 Plan Denied, Re-design and Resubmit

11. The construction documents shall be prepared by a registered design professional. Architectural
stamp needs to be shown on the plans. Stamp and resubmit the construction plans. (IFC 105.4)
12. Fire protection systems plans submitted to Fire Department for review shall consist of one set of
paper plans and one set of electronic plans (CD, thumb drive, or PDF format).
Sprinklers
1. Jackson Hole Fire/EMS does NOT review hydraulic calculations. Hydraulic calculations are the
sole responsibility of the certified sprinkler designer.
2. As determined by the Building Official and the International Building Code, the structure will have
an automatic fire sprinkler system in accordance with appropriate NFPA standard for the
occupancy type. (IFC 903.2.7) Unless specified within construction document notes, systems shall
be designed to NFPA 13.
3. Fire Department Connection (FDC) location shall be determined by the AHJ and noted in the fire
sprinkler plan review.
4. Knox Box shall be installed in an approved location at each structure having a fire sprinkler
system. (IFC 506.1)
5. Water main shall be installed in accordance to NFPA 13 and NFPA 24 to provide for proper
clearances, seismic requirements, flushing and hydro testing. (IFC 901.4.1)
6. Fire flow requirements shall meet Appendix B of the International Fire Code.
7. Pitot water flow test is required on all new fire sprinkler installations for NFPA 13R and NFPA 13
systems. Plans will not be approved without certified test. (NFPA 291)
8. Horn/strobe shall be installed above the fire department connection. (IFC 912.2.2.1)
9. ***Room which houses fire sprinkler riser shall provide adequate working space. (901.4.6)
10. ***Concealed spaces within NFPA 13 protected structures having combustible materials shall
comply with the requirements and may require additional protection. (IFC 903.3) ALL
CONCEALED SPACES REQUIRE FIRE DEPARTMENT INSPECTION PRIOR TO CLOSE
UP.
11. Exterior overhangs exceeding 4 feet shall be protected using fire sprinklers when combustible
construction is used (NFPA 13).
12. Exterior egress stairways built of combustible construction shall be protected with fire sprinklers
(NFPA 13).
Alarms
13. Building shall have a complete alarm system per NFPA 72. A full set of fire alarm plans from a
fire alarm contractor shall be submitted with all calculations and cut sheets of all equipment.
(IFC Chapter 9)
14. Tactile appliances shall be installed where needed to notify occupants unable to see or hear
emergency alarms, per most current edition of NFPA 72.
15. Audible appliances provided for the sleeping areas to awaken occupants shall produce a low
frequency alarm signal per most current edition of NFPA 72.
16. Any structure with Group R occupancy shall have required carbon monoxide detection as required.
(IFC 915.1)
Elevator, if Present
17. Elevator shall comply with ASME A17.1 with Phase I and Phase II of elevator emergency
operations; subject to recall if required. (IFC Section 607)
18. Elevator shall meet the requirements of Two-way Communication on each accessible floor. (IFC
1009.8)

 Accepted



Accepted with Comments

 Plan Denied, Re-design and Resubmit

Kitchen Fire Suppression
1. Commercial cooking hood exhausting foods creating grease laden vapors shall be of Type I and
follow requirements of the International Mechanical Code. (IFC 609.2)
2.
The automatic fire extinguishing system for commercial cooking systems shall be tested in
accordance with UL300. (IFC 904.1)
3.
Horn strobe shall tie into the fire extinguishing system under the commercial hood and be placed
to alert occupants in the dining area (IFC 904.3.4)

Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions at 307-733-4732.

 Accepted



Accepted with Comments

 Plan Denied, Re-design and Resubmit

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Daugherty
Angie Martell
CWC RFC Comments
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 9:57:14 AM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Teton County's mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Angie,
Here are the comments you and I discussed yesterday concerning the CWC application.
Thanks for your great work on this application. Jorgensen has been excellent to work with on
it as well.
Let me know if you require anything further from me.
Jeff
Access:
There are three points of access associated with the proposal (in no particular order):
1: East to 89.  
TCSD has no concerns with option 1. It would appear to create a needed redundancy and
relieve congestion along High School Road (HSR) which often functions at an LOS D or F. It
would also accommodate future growth associated with the remainder of the parcel not being
utilized by CWC.
2.. East of Turf Fields to Gregory Lane: TCSD has no insurmountable concerns with this
proposal. It is noted the ROW is narrow and would require special dispensation from the
County Engineer and the Fire Marshall for permitting. TCSD has spoken to Jorgensen about
specific safety concerns related to field use proximate to the proposed road. With proper
fencing along the fields, the District believes safety concerns could be addressed. The larger
issue of safety will be addressed later in these comments. Trips are routed on to HSR which
may further reduce the LOS for HSR. The District would request that any construction
activities associated with this route be conducted during the summer months when school is
not in session.
3. North/South; West of JHHS Student Parking Lot
It should be noted that the west part of JHHS parking lot - along which the ROW exists - is
not built to roadway standards. The paved area is built as a parking lot. Thus, should CWC and
the County determine this is the best point of access, the County should condition the project
with an off-site requirement such that the applicant is required to bring that portion of the
parking lot up to roadway standards. It is further requested than any construction activities on
the parking lot be executed while students are out of school for the summer. Having unfettered
access to this route during the school year is vital to the operations of JHHS. This solution
would mix District traffic and CWC traffic.
Traffic:
TCSD has worked vigorously in recent years to reduce trips along HSR. Presently this road
functions at and LOS D & F at certain times of day. The District is working to implement its

own TDM plan. The District provides transportation and encourages students to use it. JHHS
charges a fee for students to park. This fee is imposed in the hope that it will decrease SOV
trips, encourage ride sharing and increase bus ridership. The District coordinates and staggers
start times at the various schools in order to reduce congestion and increase safety along
HWY89, HSR and Middle School Road (MSR). The Board of Trustees may entertain the
implementation of more strategies in the future.
It is the hope of TCSD that the County will ensure the LOS along HSR does not diminish as a
result of this use due to the safety concerns that arise. Moreover, the District would welcome
strategies that would work to improve the LOS and therefore safety. Underparking the project,
transit requirements and paid parking are all examples of strategies the applicant and County
could work to consider. At a minimum, the applicant should propose a TDM plan that will
offset impacts.
Safety/Security.
Much has changed concerning school operations in the last decade in the way schools and
grounds are administered as a result of senseless violence that often targets schools.
Historically, schools were planned as centerpieces in many communities; as gathering places.
Both school and civic events often occurred on school grounds. As a result of recent increases
in violence, schools are transitioning to postures which would exclude any member of the
public who does not have an express educational or parental reason to be at a school or on
school grounds. TCSD is making significant investments in safety and security. It is important
that adjacent uses not diminish TCSD's efforts to provide for the safety and security of our
students and staff.
While the proposed CWC use is appropriate for the area, two of the access points could
conceivably grant any member of the public access to portions of the JHHS campus. To
manage toward TCSD security objectives, it is requested that Planning Staff impose fencing
requirements along the route described in option two. Further, if option three is the preferred
access alternative, it is requested that the applicant's agent Jorgensen Engineering work with
TCSD to develop designs and mitigation that will discourage the public from entering onto
JHHS property outside of the ROW.
Emergency Egress:
As noted above, HSR operates at an unacceptable LOS at certain times of the day. During the
propane fire a few years ago, HWY 89 was closed, HSR was closed, South Park Loop Road
(SPLR) was clogged from HSR to the intersection of HWY 89 and SPLR. Emergency egress
was diminished or not available. The County is asked to assure emergency egress is attended
to - not only with this application but with future applications as well.
Screening:
The District hopes the applicant will provide a landscape plan designed to soften and partially
screen the proposed use. The District understands the State often only funds a limited
landscaping plan however; we know Jorgensen will provide the very best effort with the
resources available from the State.

ATTACHMENT 3: DRAFT CWC PLANNING REVIEW AGREEMENT

Draft – CWC Jackson Campus Planning Review Agreement

December 22, 2019

Central Wyoming College (CWC) plans to construct a new campus on a site directly south of Jackson
Hole High School and Recreation Complex. As part of this plan, CWC is in the process of rezoning the
land for the future campus.
In the time since this Zoning Map Amendment review process began, Teton County Planning Staff and
Central Wyoming College (CWC) representatives met several times to discuss an appropriate Planning
Review process to assess the project-specific elements of the proposed Jackson campus and to provide
feedback on planning issues. It is important that Teton County recognize the limitations placed on the
project by State oversight, but both Teton County and CWC are in agreement that providing a local
public review process that considers adherence to local land use standards, to the extent possible, is
necessary and desirable for a successful project and to sustain a long-held community partnership. As
such, Teton County Planning Staff and CWC representatives have drafted the following local Planning
Review process, which both parties have agreed to follow upon approval of the Zoning Map Amendment
(ZMA2019-0003). Since CWC has funding deadlines tied to the Wyoming State legislative 2020 session
that may impact progress on this project, no timeline for completion of this Planning Review has been
defined, but both parties are in agreement that it will occur after ownership of the site is secured by
CWC in a an Exempt Land Division and before construction on the project begins.
1. Submit Plans for Review
a. Site plan
i. Scaled
ii. Legend
iii. Boundaries of the entire property
iv. All existing and proposed easements (road, driveway, utility, etc.)
v. Adjacent streets, roads, and public improvements
vi. Existing and proposed access driveways and parking areas (plus number of
parking spaces)
vii. Existing and proposed pedestrian facilities (sidewalks, pathways, crosswalks,
etc.)
viii. Location of existing and proposed structures
ix. Dimensioned setbacks from property lines, rights-of-way and protected natural
resources
x. Grade or contour lines for areas of slope greater than 5%
xi. Locations of wells, septic systems, leach fields, sewer lines and other existing
and proposed utilities
xii. Snow storage areas
xiii. Landscaping
xiv. Existing and proposed fencing
xv. FEMA floodplain boundary
xvi. Trash/recycling location
xvii. Any elevations prepared by that time, especially from Hwy 89 viewshed
xviii. Significant natural features
xix. Preliminary outdoor lighting plan
b. Environmental Standards report
i. Delineate Flat Creek stream setback
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Draft – CWC Jackson Campus Planning Review Agreement
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

December 22, 2019

Provide wetland delineation/setbacks
Identify Trumpeter Swan nest or habitat
Identify Trout spawning habitat
Identify Bald Eagle nests or habitat
Demonstrate that any proposed fencing is wildlife friendly

c. Concept plan for road and final Traffic Study
i. Final traffic study should address comments made by WYDOT and Teton County
Engineering
ii. Access location
iii. Road standards
iv. Intersection clear view
v. Proposed roadway improvements
d. Description of overall intensity of use
i. Anticipated frequency of classes and numbers of students and staff
ii. Anticipated timing of classes and staff occupancy of building
iii. Identify if outside storage of materials is anticipated
iv. Potential Electrical disturbance, fire/explosive hazards, heat/humidity,
radioactivity or other hazards
2. Meeting with Teton County Planning Staff to obtain their feedback and make adjustments if
possible.
3. Meeting with Town of Jackson Public Works on access, Gregory Lane upgrades on south side of
High School road, and utility connections
4. Workshop with Teton County Board of County Commissioners to gain final feedback on project
a. Public invited with posted notice and mailed notice to property owners within 800’
radius of the subject site
5. Building Permit and Grading Permit
a. Exterior lighting plan
b.
c.
d.
e.

Ditches and private water rights
Water connection
Wastewater connection
Buried utilities

Teton County staff will respond to the submitted plans in a timely manner, with an understanding that
CWC will have budget limits and other constraints determined by the State of Wyoming. CWC agrees to
consider recommendations and concerns identified by Teton County staff and the community to create
a campus that is functional, safe and attractive.
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ATTACHMENT 4: Applicant's Letter

ATTACHMENT 5: 2017 SPET RESOLUTION

ATTACHMENT 2:

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Jaubert
Kristi Malone
Re: CWC
Monday, December 28, 2020 3:39:25 PM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Teton County's mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hello Kristi,
Thank you for your email and circling back. We can remove the real estate thing as our reason, as it
really has to do with the State Legislature, please see below:
FYI: Capital Construction House Bill 0095: https://wyoleg.gov/Legislation/2020/HB0095
Central Wyoming College (CWC) Jackson's land acquisition was on the Capital Construction Bill in
front of the Wyoming Legislature in February 2020. The House and Senate did not agree before the
session ended, so, unfortunately, the Capital Construction bill did not pass. Land purchases by state
entities, such as Central Wyoming College, over one and a half million dollars have to receive the
Wyoming Legislature's approval to proceed.
Since the Wyoming Legislature did not approve the Capital Construction Bill, Central Wyoming
College cannot move forward with purchasing the property off of High School Road until the
Legislature meets again and they receive approval. CWC Jackson's land acquisition recently is part of
the new Capital Construction bill passed through the Wyoming Legislature's Joint Appropriations
Committee in December 2020.
The Veronica Lane parcel is currently under contract, and we hope that both the closing of Veronica
Lane and the passing of the Capital Construction Bill will happen in 2021.
Please let me know if you need anything else Kristi, thank you so much.
Best,
Jessica
Jessica Jaubert
Three Elephant Public Relations
307-203-6288
Jessica@threeelephantpr.com

From: Kristi Malone <kmalone@tetoncountywy.gov>
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 at 1:23 PM
To: Jessica Jaubert <jessica@threeelephantpr.com>

